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1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let functions f, g: [a, b] -+ R be monotonic in the same sense and let p be 
a positive integrable function on [a, b]. Then 
RL I5 P> 2 0 (1) 
where 
XL & P> = jb P(X) qb P(X)f(X) g(x) dx 
a a 
- 1” P(X>f(X) qb P(X) g(x) dx 
a a 
Iffand g are monotonic in the opposite sense, then the sign of inequality is 
reversed in (1). 
Inequality (1) is known in the literature as Cebyiev’s inequality. 
A. M. Ostrowski [ 1 ] obtained some very interesting eneralizations of (1). 
For example, from the general result which is given in [ 11, we have: 
Assume that f’(x) and g’(x) are continuous in [a, b], and p(x) is a 
positive integrable function. Then 
wi g; P) = f’(r) g’(v) qx - 4 x - a; P> (ii ? E [a, bl). (2) 
From this result follows the following refinement of (1): 
Letfand g be two differentiable functions on [a, b] monotonic in the same 
sense and let p be a positive integrable function on [a, b]. If 
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then 
T(f, g; p) > mrT(x - a, x - a; p) > 0. (4) 
If f and g are monotonic in the opposite sense then 
T(f,g;p)<mrT(x-a,b-x;p)<O. (5) 
Using (2), we can also obtain the following result: 
Let p be a positive integrable function and let f and g be two differentiable 
and integrable functions on [a, b] such that 
If’(x)1 <MY I g’(x)1 G N (V x E [a, b]) (6) 
holds. Then 
I T(f, g; P)I < MNT(x - a, x - a; P). (7) 
For p(x) = 1 we have the following Cebyeev inequality (see, for example, 
[ll): 
f(x)g(x)dx-&jabf(x)dx,(bg(x)dxi <&MN(b-a)‘. 
a 
In this paper we shall give some generalizations of Ostrowski’s inequalities 
(4), (5) and (7), and generalizations of some similar results. 
2. GENERALIZATIONS OF THE OSTROWSKI INEQUALITIES 
First, we shall prove the following result: 
THEOREM 1. Let f and g be two dijjferentiabh functions on [a, b] 
monotonic in the same sense and let p be an integrable function on [a, b] 
such that 
0 < P(x) < J’(b) (V x E [a, b], p(x)= j: p(t) df). (8) 
If (3) holds, then (4) is valid too. If f and g are monotonic in the opposite 
sense then (5) is valid. 
Proof: We have 
T(f, g; P) = jb j j” p(t) h(t) dt 1 df (xl, a a (h(t) = j,b ds>W> - g(t)> ds) . 
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jb p(x) f(x) dx = f(c) P(b) - jc P(x) df(x) t j” m df(x) a a 
(c E [a, b], F(xx;= P(b) - P(x)), 
we obtain 
jx p(t) h(t) dt = h(x) jx p(t) dt - jx P(t) dh(t) 
cl a a 
where 
dh(t) = -P(b) dg(t), h(x) = - jx p(t) dg(t) + j” p(t) dg(t). 
a x 
So, the following identity is valid: 
XL g; P> = j” p<x> jx P(t) W) df(x) + jb P(x) jb P(t) &(O df(x). (9) a (2 u x 
Let f and g be monotonic in the same sense. Then 
W g; P) > mr P(t)dtdx+ !lfP(x)j;&t)dtdx[ 
= mrT(x, x; p) = mrT(x - a, x - a; p) > 0. 
If f and g are monotonic in the opposite sense then 
T(f, g; p) < --mrT(x, x; p) = mrT(x - a, b - x; p) < 0. 
The following result is also valid: 
THEOREM 2. Let p be an integrable function such that (8) holds and let f 
and g be two differentiable and integrable functions on [a, b] such that (6) 
holds. Then (7) is valid. 
ProoJ: Using (9) we have 
/ T(f, g; p)I < MN ) jb F(x) jx P(t) dt dx t j” P(x) jb p(t) dt dx[ 
a a a x 
= MNT(x - a, x - a; p). 
Similarly, we can prove discrete analogues of Theorems 1 and 2. 
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THEOREM 3. (a) Let A = (a, ,..., a,) and B = (b, ,..., b,) be real n-tples 
monotonic in the same sense and let P = (pl ,..., p,) be a real n-tple such that 
Q<P,<P, 
t 
k = l,..., n- 1, P,= i pi). (10) 
i= I 
If 
lAa,I > m, IAb,I > r (k = I,..., n- 1; Auk=uk+,--uk), (11) 
then 
T(A, B; P) > mrT(e, e; P) > 0 (12) 
where 
T(A, B; P) = t pi 2 piaibi - i piai i pibi, 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
e = (0, l,..., n - 1). 
If A and B are monotonic in the opposite sense, then 
T(A, B; P) < mrT(e, t?; P) < 0 (IF= (n - l)...) 1, 0)). (13) 
(b) Let A and B be real n-tples monotonic in the same sense such that 
(11) is valid, and let P be real n-tple such that either 
0 < p, < p, (k = l,..., n - 1) (14) 
or 
O<P,<p, (k = 2,..., n; P,=P,-Ppk-,) (15) 
is valid. Then the reverse inequalities in (12) are valid. If A and B are 
monotonic in the opposite sense, then the reverse inequalities in (13) hold too. 
ProoJ: Analogous to the proof of Theorem 1, using the well-known Abel 
identity we can prove the following identity: 
T(A,B;P)= lg: (rg: p,+,p,d.,dbk+~=~+~Pk~~A~~~,dbk). 
(a) Let A and B be monotonic in the same sense. Then 
n-1 k-l 
T(A,B;P)>mr c c &+lPr+ i pkF,‘j = T(e, e; P). 
k=l r=1 r=k+ 1 
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If A and B are monotonic in the opposite sense then 
T(A, B; P) < -T(e, e; P) = T(e, P; P). 
Similarly, we can prove (b) and the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4. Let A and B be two real n-tples such that 
I&I Q M, I4 <R (k = l,..., n - 1) (16) 
holds, and let P be a real n-tple such that (10) is valid. Then 
I T(A, B; P)I < MRT(e, e; P). 
Zf instead (lo), (14) or (15) holds, then 
I T(A, B; P)I < MRT(e, e; P). 
The simple consequence of Theorem 3 is the following result from [2, 
p. 3411: 
COROLLARY 1. Let A be a real n-tple. Then 
From Theorem 4 follows: 
COROLLARY 2. Let A and B be real n-tples such that (16) holds. Then 
The above results are generalizations of some of Lupas’ results [4]. 
3. GENERALIZATION OF THE POPOVICIU INEQUALITY 
Now, we shall denote by F, the following 
where A, = (aj, ,..., aj,) (j = l,..., m) are real n-tples and pi,. . .i, (i, = l,..., n; 
k = l,..., m) are real numbers. 
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The following generalization of the well-known Popoviciu inequality (see, 
for example, [2, p. 381) is valid: 
THEOREM 5. (a) Let pij (i, j = l,..., n) be real numbers uch that 
p,,, > 0 (t, s = 2,..., n) 
Ft,l = 0 (t = l,..., n), P,,, = 0 (s = 2 ,..., n) 
(17) 
where Fl,S = Cr=t CJ=s Pij- 
If real n-tples A and B are monotonic in the same sense and if (11) holds, 
then 
F,(A, B) > mrF,(e, e) > 0. (18) 
(b) If pij are real numbers such that p,,, > 0 (t, s = l,..., n) and if A 
and B are nonnegative nondecreasing n-tples, then (18) holds too. 
Prooj (a) Using Abel’s identity, we have (see [5]) 
F,(A, B) = b, f fT xijai + f 
j-1 151 s=2 
i.e., 
F2(A,B)=a,b,~,,,+b, f Pt,lAat-, +a, t pl,,Ab,-, 
1=2 s=2 
(19) 
If (17) is valid, we have 
F*(A, B) = k p,,, da,_, Ab,-, > mr i Ft., = mrF,(e, e). 
t,s=2 t,s=2 
(b) Now, we have 
F,(A, B) > 5 pt., Aa,- 1 AL, 2 mrF,(e? e>. 
t,s=2 
THEOREM 6. Let pij be defined as in Theorem 5(a). Zf A and B are real 
n-tples such that (16) holds, then 
IF264 WI Q MRF,(e, e>. 
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Proof: Using (19) we have 
IF,@, RI < i p,,, Au,-, Ab,-, < MR i piss = MRF,(e, e). 
t,s=z t,s=2 
Analogously, we can prove the following generalization of Therem 5(b): 
THEOREM 7. Let pi,. . .i, (i, = l,..., n; k = l,..., m) be real numbers such 
that PS,. . .Sm > 0 (sk = l,..., n; k = l,..., m), where 
Ps,...Sm= i *a* i Pi,. .i; 
i,=s, i,=s, 
If Aj (j = l,..., m) are increasing nonnegative n-tples such that 
Aajk > mj (k = l,..., n - 1; j = l,..., m) (20) 
then 
F,(A, ,..., A,,,) 2 m, .e. m,F,,,(e ,..., e) > 0. 
Remark. Similarly, we can prove some analogous integral inequalities. 
4. GENERALIZATION OF THE KY FAN INEQUALITY 
In this part of the paper, we shall write 
K(A, ,..., A,) = f riali a.* ami - 2 pi,. .i,ali, ... ami, 
i=I l,,...,i,=l 
where Aj = (aj, ,..., aj,) (j = l,..., m) and R = (r ,,..., r,) are real n-tples and 
Pi ,. . .i, (i, = l,..., n; k = l,..., m) are real numbers. 
THEOREM 8. Let pij and ri (i, j = I,..., n) be real numbers such that 
p,,, =R,, p,,, = R,, P,,m G Knax(k,m, (k, m = l,..., n). 
If A and B are monotonic n-tples in the same sense such that (11) is valid, 
then 
K(A, B) > mrK(e, e) > 0. 
ProoJ: By substitutions: pij -+ -pij (i # j) and pij + ri - pij (i = j), from 
Theorem 5(a) we obtain Theorem 8. 
Analogously, from Theorems 6 and 7, we can get: 
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THEOREM 9. Let pij and ri satisfy the conditions of Theorem 8. If A and 
B are real n-tples such that (16) is valid, then 
I K(A) B)I < MWe, e). 
THEOREM 10. Let pi,. . .i, (ik = l,..., n; k = l,..., m) and ri (i = l,..., n) be 
real numbers such that 
P,,. .sm G ,ax~s ,,..‘, AmI (Sj = l)...) n; j = l)...) m). 
If Aj (j = l,..., m) are nonnegative increasing sequences uch that (20) holds, 
then 
K(A, ,..., A,,,) > m, a’* m,K(e,..., e) > 0. 
Remark. The previous results are refinements of some results from [ 3). 
Similarly, we can prove some analogous integral inequalities. 
By substitutions: pi,. . .i, + pi, -.. pi, and ri -+ Pr-‘pi, from Theorem 10, 
we obtain the following result: 
THEOREM 11. Let P be a real n-tple such that 
FJP,, .** p,,-Fy)<o 
for all s I,‘..) s, E (l,..., n)suchthats,>s,>...>s,. 
Zf Aj (j= l,..., m) are nonnegative increasing n-tples such that (20) holds, 
then 
where 
TM 1 ,..., A,;P)>m, VI- m,T(e ,..., e;P)>O 
W l,..., A,,,; P) = P,“-’ i piali ... 
i=l 
a-ipfi ( $I1 Pjaji)* 
The simple consequence of Theorem 11 is the following result: 
COROLLARY 3. Let A be a nonnegative n-tple. Then 
M,(A) > ,<y$cn lak - ailm M,(e) (m E N) \ , 
where 
M,(A)= f a?---&( i ah),. 
k=l k=l 
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This result is a generalization of Corollary 1. For m = 3, we have 
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